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Pair interaction potentials �IPs� were defined to describe the La3+–OH2 interaction for simulating
the La3+ hydration in aqueous solution. La3+–OH2 IPs are taken from the literature or parametrized
essentially to reproduce ab initio calculations at the second-order Møller-Plesset level of theory on
La�H2O�8

3+. The IPs are compared and used with molecular dynamics �MD� including explicit
polarization, periodic boundary conditions of La�H2O�216

3+ boxes, and TIP3P water model modified
to include explicit polarization. As expected, explicit polarization is crucial for obtaining both
correct La–O distances �rLa–O� and La3+ coordination number �CN�. Including polarization also
modifies hydration structure up to the second hydration shell and decreases the number of water
exchanges between the La3+ first and second hydration shells. rLa–O

�1� =2.52 Å and CN�1�=9.02 are
obtained here for our best potential. These values are in good agreement with experimental data. The
tested La–O IPs appear to essentially account for the La–O short distance repulsion. As a
consequence, we propose that most of the multibody effects are correctly described by the explicit
polarization contributions even in the first La3+ hydration shell. The MD simulation results are
slightly improved by adding a—typically negative 1/r6—slightly attractive contribution to the—
typically exponential–repulsive term of the La–O IP. Mean residence times are obtained from MD
simulations for a water molecule in the first �1082 ps� and second �7.6 ps� hydration shells of La3+.
The corresponding water exchange is a concerted mechanism: a water molecule leaving La�H2O�9

3+

in the opposite direction to the incoming water molecule. La�H2O�9
3+ has a slightly distorded “6

+3” tricapped trigonal prism D3h structure, and the weakest bonding is in the medium triangle,
where water exchanges take place. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2751503�

I. INTRODUCTION

Lanthanide aqueous trications �Ln3+� have similar
chemical behaviors. Their hydration structure has been stud-
ied by means of classical,1–13 quantum mechanical/molecular
mechanical �QM/MM�,14 Car-Parinello molecular dynamics
�CPMD�,15 and Monte Carlo �MC� simulations.2,16 Classical
molecular dynamics �CLMD� simulations can give realistic
pictures of hydrated ion structures and dynamics with a rela-
tively low computational cost for simulations up to nanosec-
onds, a long enough time scale to study exchanges of water
molecules in the Ln3+ first hydration shell. The correspond-
ing mean residence times �MRTs� are out of reach of
QM/MM �Ref. 14� and CPMD �Ref. 15� simulations. CLMD
is now able to settle such time scales using analytical inter-
action potentials �IPs� that need to be parametrized.

Such IPs can be built to reproduce ab initio calculations
on systems containing only two molecules, namely, actual
pair IPs as suggested in two recently published works,10,11

where different sizes of La3+ water clusters were investi-
gated. In Ref. 17, relatively small clusters �up to nine water
molecules with one central Ln3+ cation� were studied. Unfor-
tunately, this study did not reproduce the experimental coor-
dination number �CN� of the cation in liquid water, while
bigger systems were studied a little later by the same group10

using another force field which provided better results. To
our best knowledge, IPs have not been used with explicit
polarization and periodic boundary conditions, while such an
approach has been limited to big clusters up to 128 water
molecules with one central Ln3+ cation.10–12 The advantage
of such physical approaches is to provide transferable atomic
parameters, since these parameters correspond to atomic in-
trinsic properties. Nevertheless, in both force fields a short
range repulsive term was empirically added.10–12 When pa-
rametrizing their potential for earlier MC simulations, Galera
et al.2 have pointed out that the 1/r12 term in the Lennard-
Jones potentials leads to a repulsion that is too strong,
whereas the exponential term in the second potential is too
weak, albeit a globally good description of structural param-
eters for lanthanide aqua ions was obtained.

In another approach, the pair IPs have been parametrized
to exactly reproduce ab initio calculations. For this, many
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parameters were fitted, but this did not completely reproduce
experimental results of Ln3+ /H2O systems.8 Pair IPs have
also been successfully parametrized to exactly reproduce the
available macroscopic experimental results.9,13

Actually, the first pleasing results for Ln3+ hydration MD
simulations were obtained more than ten years ago by using
a pragmatic mixed approach, where the model potentials
were tentatively fitted on ab initio partial potential energy
surfaces but further rescaled after short time trial simulations
by comparison with macroscopic properties.3–5,7 Polarization
effects were taken into account semiempirically to be within
the reach of MD simulations carried out on workstations dur-
ing 1994. The polarization procedure was scaled on ab initio
calculations at the HF level of theory on Ln�H2O�8

3+ clusters
and one second-order Møller-Plesset �MP2� calculation.5 As
a result of such a rescaling, the fitting procedure provides
phenomenological or bulk rather than actual ion pair and
purely atomic physical parameters. However, such an ap-
proach is consistent with the use of well established water
models, such as TIP3P, among the most simple ones. For
consistency with the rescaling, the ab initio calculations were
performed on Ln�H2O�8

3+ big enough clusters to parametrize
the Ln3+–OH2 IP and not only on Ln�H2O�3+.

Thus, as suggested by literature investigation, MD simu-
lations should explicitly include all polarization effects. They
should also be based on Ln3+–OH2 IPs parametrized �or
checked� in order to reproduce high level quantum calcula-
tions of big enough clusters, typically of the Ln�H2O�8

3+ size,
so that bulk effects can be correctly described. This is be-
cause there is no well established theoretical reason for
choosing the mathematical form of the repulsion term—
typically exponential or 1 /rn. Supplementary physical terms
are usually added as typically 1/r6 attractive ones for disper-
sion; unfortunately, they might as well compensate for sys-
tematic errors of the short range repulsion term �because the
correct mathematical form of the repulsion term is not unde-
batable for the interaction of highly charged cations with
water�. However, the ingredients for realistic MD simula-
tions have not really been put together for a single study on
a Ln3+/H2O system, i.e., periodic boundary conditions, ex-
plicit polarization, and Ln3+–OH2 interaction potentials that
reproduce high level quantum chemistry calculations. For
this reason it is now tempting to gather the above simulation
methodologies in a single approach and to compare the simu-
lation results to well established experimental data. This ap-
proach is presented here. For this, we used our own MD code
where all these features are implemented.18 An objective of
this paper was to test the MD code with a highly charged
Ln3+ cation and with a water maximum residence time that
can be naturally observed during MD simulations. Thus, dif-
ferent IPs have also been compared.

To simplify the quantum chemistry calculations used to
parametrize IPs, we have chosen La3+, the lanthanide with
the simplest electronic configuration, i.e., closed shell with
no f electron. It is a chemical analog of the other lanthanides
�III�. Lanthanides are essentially stable at the +3 oxidation
state and have similar behaviors in aqueous solutions. This
analogy is usually attributed to the hardness of the Ln3+ ions:
their coordinations mainly depend on the steric and electro-

static nature of the ligand interactions.19 For the same reason,
the 4f-block lanthanide elements are also chemical analogs
of the 5f-block actinide elements, when at the same oxida-
tion state.20–25 Actually, in the nuclear fuel cycle industry, it
is a challenge to separate the Am and Cm actinide activation
products from �light� lanthanide fission products in an at-
tempt to eliminate long live radionuclides from radioactive
wastes. Furthermore, analogies between hard cations at the
same oxidation states are currently used as rough estimates
for the thermodynamic stabilities of their aqueous hydrox-
ides and complexes with �inorganic� ligands of the under-
ground waters about possible waste repositories.25–28 The
stoichiometries and stabilities of aqueous chemical species
are needed to model the solubilities and migrations of radio-
nuclides. The knowledge of hydration is thus the first step
needed for the theoretical studies of such chemical reactions.

The La–OH2 distance �rLa–O� is well known in water
and has been measured by extended x-ray absorption fine
structure �EXAFS� spectroscopy in concentrated Cl− and
ClO4

− aqueous solutions.22,29–31 Results are in the
2.54–2.56 Å range. This confirms earlier measurements
�2.48–2.58 Å� by x-ray diffraction32–34 �XRD� but with
slightly better accuracy. In the treatment of these XRD or
EXAFS experimental data, values were fixed or fitted in the
range of 8–12 for the CN of La3+. The rLa–O determinations
do not seem to be especially correlated to such CN values,
neither to the aqueous concentration of the Cl− nor ClO4

−

counteranion �less than 2 mol kg−1�. This illustrates that the
exact stoichiometry and structure of La3+�aq� cannot be de-
duced from such experimental results alone; only rLa–O is
well established being in the range of 2.54–2.56 Å.

As outlined above, in published CLMD studies, the IPs
have also been built on more qualitative—actually even quite
speculative—experimental information and corresponding
interpretation. This experimental information has recently
been reviewed by Helm and Merbach �see Ref. 35 and ref-
erence therein�. From such reviews it is concluded that the
stoichiometry of the first La3+ hydration shell is La�H2O�9

3+

�hence CN=9� and that the MRT is not known for a water
molecule in this first La3+ hydration shell. MRTs have been
extracted from 17O NMR measurements only for heavier
lanthanides,3,19,35–40 whose stoichiometry is different
�Ln�H2O�8

3+�. For this reason, such measurements cannot be
extrapolated to La�H2O�9

3+. However, similar water residence
times were found for Ln3+�aq� and LnSO4

+�aq� as extracted
from NMR �Refs. 37, 41, and 42� and ultrasonic absorption43

�UA� measurements, respectively. For this reason, it has been
suggested36 that the residence time in LaSO4

+�aq� is a good
approximation of that in La3+�aq�, namely, 4.8 ns as reinter-
preted from an original 1.9 ns value. Nevertheless, this hy-
pothesis needs confirmation, since this analogy �between
Ln3+�aq� and LnSO4

+�aq�� was only observed when
Ln3+�aq�=Ln�H2O�8

3+�aq�, while experimental data are miss-
ing for Ln3+�aq�=Ln�H2O�9

3+�aq�. Furthermore, shorter resi-
dence times are obtained from published MD as compared to
the experimental values, as outlined above by Kowall et al.5

when discussing their pioneering results. The same effect is
observed for the later MD published data,8,10 when compared
with NMR �Refs. 36, 37, 42, and 44� or UA �Ref. 43� ex-
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perimental data. The origin of this problem is not clear. For
this reason, we will not specially use MRTs to evaluate the
quality of simulations. However, we can provide a dynamical
picture based on an IP yielding reliable structural data.

The outline of the reminder of the text is as follows. We
first describe the model potential forms used �Sec. II A�, then
the ab initio calculation procedure �Sec. II B�, and we
present the MD simulation details �Sec. II C�. Results and
discussion are presented in Sec. III, where we first discuss
the different potentials used �Sec. III A� and then the influ-
ence of the polarization �Sec. III B�. Finally, the hydration
structure of La3+ at room temperature �Sec. III C� and its
dynamics �Sec. III D� are described.

II. METHODS

A. Model potentials

The total energy of our system is modeled as a sum of
potential energy terms,

Vtot = Velec + VO–O
LJ + VLa–O, �1�

where Velec is the electrostatic energy term composed of the
solvent-solvent and solvent-solute interactions,

Velec =
1

2 �
i,j,i�j

�qiqj

rij
+

1

rij
3 �− qip j + qjpi� · rij

+ pi · T� ij · p j� +
1

2�
i

pi · ��i
� �−1 · pi, �2�

where, following Thole’s induced dipole model,45 each
atomic site i carries one permanent charge qi and one in-
duced dipole pi associated with an isotropic atomic polariz-

ability tensor �i
� , rij =ri−r j,

T� ij =
1

rij
3 �1� − 3

riirij

rij
2 	 , �3�

and 1/2�ipi · ��i
� �−1 ·p j is the polarization energy. As previ-

ously mentioned, we used Thole’s model where the polariza-
tion catastrophe is avoided using a screening function for the
dipole-dipole interactions at short distances. Here we
adopted the exponential form among the originally proposed

screening functions because of its continuous character �also
shared by its derivatives�, so that the electrostatic potential is
now

Velec = 1
2 �

i,j,i�j

�qi + pi · �i��qj − p j · �i��s�rij�

+ 1
2�

i

pi · ��i
� �−1 · pi, �4�

where �s�rij� is the screened electrostatic potential,

�s�rij� =
1

rij
�1 − �1 +

au

2
	e−au� , �5�

with u=rij / ��i� j�1/6 and a=2.1304 Å−1 as determined in the
original work.45 Isotropic polarizabilities are assigned at each
atomic site. Here we used atomic polarizabilities determined
by van Duijnen and Swart46 for O �0.85 Å3� and H
�0.41 Å3�, and for La3+ the tabulated value47 of 1.41 Å3 �see
Table I�. The induced dipoles are obtained through the reso-
lution of the self-consistent equations

pi = �i
� · �Ei + �

i�j

T� ij · p j	 . �6�

The resolution of this self-consistent problem becomes rap-
idly extremely time consuming as the system grows. In order
to reduce the computing time, we have used an alternative
way of resolving such a problem for each time step of the
dynamics. In particular, we have used a Car-Parrinello type
of dynamics48 of additional degrees of freedom associated
with induced dipoles.49 Thus, the Hamiltonian of the system
is now

H = V + 1
2�

i

mivi
2 + 1

2�
i

mpi
vpi

2 , �7�

where V is the total potential, vi is the velocity of the atom i,
vpi

is the velocity of the induced dipole pi treated as an
additional degree of freedom in the dynamics, and mpi

is its
associated fictitious mass �identical for each atom�. Dynam-
ics of the induced dipole degrees of freedom is fictitious,
such that it only serves the purpose of keeping the induced
dipoles close to their values at the minimum energy �that
would be obtained through the exact resolution of self-

TABLE I. Parameters used for the CLMD simulations. Energies are in kJ mol−1, distances in Å, and atomic polarizabilities in Å3.

Ion/water IP �O–O �O–O Aij Bij C6,ij C8,ij C10,ij qi �

La3+ Exp 5.111�10+5 3.50 +3.000 1.41
La3+ Expup 5.805�10+5 3.86 +3.000 1.41
La3+ Buck6 1.004�10+6 3.48 3.766�10+4 +3.000 1.41
La3+ Buck6up 1.046�10+6 3.50 3.975�10+4 +3.000 1.41
La3+ TF −6.576�10+3 1.27 −9.206�10+4 1.234�10+5 −1.745�10+4 +3.000 1.41
La3+ TFup 6.474�10+5 3.06 1.322�10+5 −2.821�10+5 2.210�10+5 +3.000 1.41
La3+ Kit 2.309�106 4.119 3.843�103 9.205�103 2.976�104 +3.000 1.41

Ow TIP3P/P 0.510 3.165 −0.658 0.85
Ow TIP3P 0.649 3.165 −0.834 0.85
Ow Kit 8.576�105 3.984 9.821�102 2.515�103 8.690�103 −0.834 0.85

Hw TIP3P/P +0.329 0.41
Hw TIP3P +0.417 0.41
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consistent equations�. Thus, induced dipole dynamics adia-
batically follows the nuclei dynamics if a proper choice of
the fictitious mass is done. A decoupling or at least a very
weak coupling, between nuclei degrees of freedom and fic-
titious dipole degrees of freedom, is needed to maintain adia-
baticity. Fictitious masses are connected to characteristic fre-
quencies of the induced dipoles,

�pi
=

2�

�
=

1


mpi
�i

, �8�

that are set here to be �=0.005 ps for each atomic site. Fur-
ther details are given in Ref. 18.

VO–O
LJ in Eq. �1� is the 12-6 Lennard-Jones �LJ�

potential50 describing the O–O interaction of TIP3P water
molecules.51

Vij
LJ = �

i,j
4�ij���ij

rij
	12

− ��ij

rij
	6� . �9�

The partial atomic charges in O and H of the original TIP3P
water model had been optimized to reproduce water proper-
ties based on models without polarization,51 containing only
an electrostatic term and a 12-6 LJ term. Introducing a po-
larization term in the model will overestimate the water di-
pole moment. Consequently, a scaling factor is introduced on
the partial atomic charges to reproduce the experimental di-
pole moment of water as done by Caldwell et al.52,53 and
Armunanto et al.54 By recalculating this scaling factor, we
obtained atomic partial charges on O and H of −0.658e and
+0.329e, respectively �Table I�. This model is here called the
TIP3P/P model. Namely, two water models were used: �i� the
TIP3P/P model including the Vpol term and �ii� the original
TIP3P model when polarization term is not added on the
electrostatic interaction, i.e., in the latter case the electro-
static term is only composed of a Coulomb term.

VLa–O account for the nonelectrostatic La–O interactions.
Several potential forms were tested to describe these interac-
tions. First, the purely repulsive exponential �Exp� potential,

Vij
Exp = Aij

Exp exp�− Bij
Exprij� , �10�

where Aij
Exp and Bij

Exp are fitted parameters. Then, the Buck-
ingham exponential- 6 �Buck6� potential,55

Vij
Buck6 = Aij

Buck6 exp�− Bij
Buck6rij� −

C6,ij
Buck6

rij
6 , �11�

where the fitted parameters are Aij
Buck6, Bij

Buck6, and C6,ij
Buck6.

Finally, the Tosi-Fumi �TF� potential,56,57

Vij
TF�rij� = Aij

TF exp�− Bij
TFrij� −

C6,ij
TF

rij
6 −

C8,ij
TF

rij
8 −

C10,ij
TF

rij
10 , �12�

where the fitted parameters are Aij
TF, Bij

TF, C6,ij
TF , C8,ij

TF , and
C10,ij

TF . For these three La–O IPs, the parameters were fitted
on MP2 ab initio calculations of La�H2O�3+ and/or
La�H2O�8

3+ and eventually refined on MD simulations �see
Secs. II B and III A for details�. The resulting values are
shown in Table I. We also tested the Kitaygorodsky �Kit�
potential58 describing both the La-water and the water-water
nonelectrostatic interactions,

Vint
Kit = �

i
�

j

kikj�GijC exp�− 	z� − �C6

z6 +
C8

z8 +
C10

z10 	
+ GijC

de exp�− 	dez�	 , �13�

where

z =
rij

rij
0 �14�

and

rij
0 = 
�2Ri

w��2Rj
w� , �15�

where Ri
w and Rj

w are the van der Waals radii. Here, the
numerical values of the parameters are assumed to reflect
actual atomic properties, for this reason they should be fitted
on various molecules. Here we have used the original Dere-
pas parameters.17,59 In the Kit expression

Gij = �1 −
qi

ni
val	�1 −

qj

nj
val	 , �16�

where qi is the partial atomic charge of atom i and ni
val is the

number of valence electrons of atom i. Note that parameters
C6, C8, C10, C, Cde, 	, and 	de are independent of the atomic
species i and j �Table I�. For comparing only the Kit La–O IP
with our best potentials, we performed simulations with �i�
the Kit potential for all interactions and �ii� the Kit only for
the La3+–O interaction and the TIP3P/P model for the O–O
water interactions. This modified Kit potential is here called
Kit-TIP3P/P potential.

We have also tested a 12-6 LJ potential �Eq. �9�� for the
La–O IP. This gave poor results, and we finally did not use
this kind of potential for the La–O interaction.

B. Ab initio calculations

The La–O interaction energies fitted by using the ana-
lytic functions described in Sec. II A were obtained from
calculated ab initio potential energy surfaces �PES� scan.
Symmetric model La�H2O�8

3+ clusters were built �Fig. 1�,
where the La–O distances were equal for the eight water
molecules. The La–O distance was scanned with fixed TIP3P
water geometry.

Ab initio calculations were performed using the
GAUSSIAN-98 package.60 The PES scan was performed at the
MP2 perturbation level of theory. The La atom was described
by the LanL2MB basis set and its associated
pseudopotential.61 Hydrogen and oxygen atoms were de-
scribed by the 6-31G* basis set.62 As usual, the size of the
chosen basis set is a compromise between the accuracy of
electronic calculation and the size of the clusters used to
parametrize or check the La–O potential, namely, this level
of theory allowed ab initio calculations on a La�H2O�24

3+ clus-
ter.

C. Molecular dynamics simulations

1. Simulation details

Simulations of the hydrated La3+ ion have been carried
out in the microcanonical NVE ensemble with our own de-
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veloped CLMD code.18 CLMD simulations were performed
for 1 La3+ and 216 rigid water molecules in a cubic box at
room temperature. A few tests with a larger simulation box
�1000 water molecules� were performed. It gave virtually the
same results, so that all the following reported results are for
the former simulation box.

Periodic boundary conditions were applied to the simu-
lation box. Long range interactions have been calculated by
using the smooth particle mesh Ewald method.63 The Cou-
lombic energy divergence catastrophe is avoided by a neu-
tralizing plasma64,65 implemented in Ewald summation by
omitting the k=0 term in the reciprocal space sum.66 The net
charge of the system induces a charged system term �Uc

= ��i
Nqi�2 / �8�0V�2��.67 In our case, this term results in adding

a constant contribution to the total energy �since the net
charge q and the volume V are constant in our simulations�
corresponding to 0.2% of the total energy. However, the cor-
responding forces are not affected by this charged system
term. Simulations were performed using a velocity-Verlet-
based multiple time scale for the simulations with the
TIP3P/P water model. Equations of motion were numerically
integrated using a 1 fs time step. The system was equili-
brated at 298 K for 2 ps. Production runs were subsequently
collected for 3 ns. Computing time for each 3 ns trajectory
varied from 21 h without explicit polarization to 30 h with
explicit polarization on a 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron CPU. The
average temperature was 299 K with a standard deviation of
10 K. To check if the system was correctly thermalized, we
have performed simulations at different temperatures �within
the liquid water domain�. This gave linear van’t Hoff plots
for the La�H2O�i−1

3+ /La�H2O�i
3+ water exchange reactions of

the first hydration shell. This reflects negligible heat capacity
influence and thus correct thermalization of the system.
However, temperature influence is out of the scope of the
present paper and will be published elsewhere.68

2. Radial distribution function „RDF…

La–O and La–H RDFs were determined for the first and
the second hydration shells; the CN is obtained by integrat-
ing the RDF,

CN = 4�
�
rmin

rmax

g�r�r2dr , �17�

where rmin and rmax are the first and the second minima of the
RDF, respectively, and 
 the atomic density of the system.

3. Mean residence time of water molecules

The procedure of Impey et al.69 is generally used to de-
termine the MRT of ligands when all ligands of a given shell
have been exchanged. As the MRT of water molecules with
Ln3+ ions is quite long �about 1 ns for La3+ at room
temperature10�, the “direct” method70 was used to determine
the MRTs of water molecules. The MRTs were thus esti-
mated from an average of the time spent by a water molecule
in the first hydration shell. As in the procedure of Impey et
al., a minimum time parameter �t*=2.0 ps� defining a real
“exchange” was introduced. For consistency, the same pro-
tocol was used to estimate the MRTs for the second hydra-
tion shell.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of La–O interaction potentials

Three potentials were parametrized �see Sec. II A�: Exp
�Eq. �10��, Buck6 �Eq. �11��, and TF �Eq. �12��, while the Kit
and Kit-TIP3P/P �Eq. �13�� potentials were used with pub-
lished parameters �see Sec. II A�. MD simulations were per-
formed at room temperature with these potentials and ex-
plicit polarization. These results are here first compared with
available published rLa–O experimental values, and to be ex-
pected CN=9 �Table II�. We will give more details on Buck6
MD simulations �i.e., MD simulations using the Buck6 po-
tential� because it gives the best results �among our param-
etrized potentials�, while the others �Exp, TF, Kit, and Kit-
TIP3P/P� were used for comparison.

Quite surprisingly, the simplest �Exp� La–O pair IP gave
relatively good results: rLa–O

�1� =2.59 Å to be compared with
2.54 Å �Ref. 22� and 2.56 Å �Ref. 29� average La–O dis-
tance obtained by EXAFS spectroscopy �Table II�. The CN
=8.77 calculated coordination number is of the correct order
of magnitude. The Exp potential was parametrized only on
ab initio calculations of La�H2O�3+, since this potential form
cannot reproduce the shape of the energy curves of the big-
ger La�H2O�8

3+ clusters, where a slightly attractive contribu-
tion is present in the 2.5–5.0 Å La–O distance range. Unfor-
tunately, exponential function cannot account for such
negative contributions. Nevertheless, note that the good re-
sults of the MD simulations indicate that polarization is
enough to account for most of the multibody attractive ef-
fects, since Exp was parametrized on the La3+–OH2 two-
body system.

For the previously mentioned reasons, we kept the expo-
nential repulsive term and added an �−1/r6� attractive term:
this is the Buck6 potential. We fitted all the parameters, now

FIG. 1. �Color� Geometry of the La– �OH2�8
3+ complex in the square anti-

prism �D4d� geometry used to parametrize the interaction potentials from ab
initio calculations.
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also using La�H2O�8
3+ clusters. For this reason, these param-

eters also account for short range multibody effects. We then
further slightly refined the parameters by using trial MD
simulations. The obtained Buck6 La–O distance �2.52 Å� is
in reasonable agreement with published EXAFS results
�2.54 Å �Ref. 22� and 2.56 Å �Ref. 29�� and with a recent
MD value obtained for La�H2O�60

3+ clusters �2.56 Å �Ref.
10��. The CN �9.02� of the first hydration shell is also in
good agreement with experimental evidence and with the CN
�8.9� obtained by Clavaguéra et al.10 in their MD study of
La�H2O�60

3+. Note that they have used a 14-7 repulsive-
dispersion term, while we used an exponential-6 one.

The minimum energy of the La3+–OH2 two-body sys-
tem is at about 2.3 Å, while the Buck6 potential is slightly
attractive for distances greater than 2.6 Å. However, at these
distances the Buck6 potential energy is less than 10% of the
total energy and less than 6% at distances more than 4 Å that
correspond to the beginning of the second hydration shell
�Fig. 2�. This confirms that most of the multibody effects are
in the explicit polarization term and not in fitted parameters.
Namely, La-water polarization energy is 42%, 43%, and 23%
of the total energy at 2.3, 2.6, and 4 Å, respectively, while

for water-water interaction it is about 5%–10% of the total
interaction.71 The Buck6 potential is an important contribu-
tion term to the total energy only at very short distances. It
accounts for repulsion. Since the 1/r6 term is here attractive,
most of this attraction is more of physical origin, i.e., dipole-
dipole interactions rather than an empirical term for compen-
sating the exponential one. This results in an overall attrac-
tive Buck6 potential at the distances indicated just above.
This is in contrast with the always positive Kit IPs �Eq. �13��.
Nevertheless, for both �Buck6 and Kit� potentials the expo-
nential term is shifted �by about 0.14 and 0.07 Å, respec-
tively� to larger distances, as compared to the overall repul-
sion wall. This might very well reflect that the �1/rn�
attractive terms also partially correct the shape of the repul-
sive term because its �exponential� form is not completely
appropriate.

By comparing now the MRTs of water molecules in the
first hydration shell, the Buck6 potential appears to give a
MRT five times greater than that obtained with the Exp po-
tential. Actually, the first peak of the La–O RDF obtained
with the Buck6 potential is narrower and more symmetric
than that obtained with the Exp potential �Fig. 2�. This re-

TABLE II. Hydration properties of La3+ in aqueous solution at room temperature.

rLa–O
�1� a CN�1�b MRT�1�c rLa–O

�2� a CN�2�b MRT�2�c

Expa 2.59 8.77 201 4.85 22.4 8.7
Buck6d 2.52�2.50/2.58�e 9.02 1082 4.65 18.8 7.6
TFd 2.65 10.2 176 4.75 24.1 7.4

Kitd 2.55 8.76 207 4.83 21.4 5.7
Kit-TIP3P/Pd 2.56 8.92 401 4.78 19.6 7.2

Expup
f 2.46 9.02 610 4.60 18.1 7.5

Buck6up
f 2.56 10.0 910 4.70 20.4 7.1

TFup
f 2.62 12.0 998 4.75 26.3 7.9

QM/MM MDg
¯ 9–10 �250 ¯ 18–28 8.4

MDh 2.56 8.90 980 4.68 15.9 ¯

CPMDi 2.52 8.5 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

EXAFSj 2.54 9.20 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

EXAFSk 2.56�2.515/2.64�e 9�6+3� ¯ 4.63 18 ¯

EXAFSl 2.545 9 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

EXAFSm 2.56 12 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

XRDn 2.57 8 ¯ 4.7 13 ¯

XRDo 2.58 9.13 ¯ 5 ¯ ¯

XRDp 2.48 8 ¯ 4.7 ¯ ¯

aFirst �rLa–O
�1� � and second �rLa–O

�2� � maximum peak of La–O RDFs �in Å�.
bCoordination number of the first �CN�1�� and second �CN�2�� hydration shells.
cMRT of water molecule in the first �MRT�1�� and second �MRT�2�� hydration shells �in ps�.
dPresent study with the TIP3P/P �polarizable� water model.
eMean value of two different distances corresponding to a CN of 9=6+3.
fPresent study with the TIP3P �unpolarizable� water model.
gQM/MM MD �Ref. 14�.
hMD on the La�H2O�60

3+ cluster �Ref. 10�.
iCPMD on LaCl3 in aqueous solution �Ref. 15�.
jEXAFS �LII–LIII edge�, 0.25 mol l−1 Cl− �Ref. 22�.
kEXAFS and LAXS �LII edge�, 3.856 mol l−1 ClO4

− �Ref. 29�.
lEXAFS �LIII edge�, 0.8094 mol l−1 La�ClO4�3 �Ref. 30�.
mEXAFS �LIII edge�, 0.05–0.20 mol l−1 LaCl3 �Ref. 31�.
nXRD, 9.16 mol l−1 ClO4

− �Ref. 32�.
oXRD, 3.808 mol kg−1 LaCl3 �Ref. 33�.
pXRD, 1.54–2.67 mol kg−1 LaCl3 �Ref. 34�.
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flects that water molecules are more strongly bounded to
La3+ and less likely to exchange when using the Buck6 po-
tential.

The TF potential provided quite poor results. It overes-
timates the La–O distance of the first hydration shell by
about 0.1 Å. It also overestimates the CN �see Table II�.
Attempts to slightly refine these parameters �as done for the
Buck6 potential� did not improve the MD simulation results
much. It seems surprising that adding terms to Buck6 for
obtaining TF and refitting all of them did not improve the
model. Actually, this is originated in the fitting, which results
now in a C6,ij

TF /r6 repulsive term �C6,ij
TF �0�. We did not at-

tempt to add further constraints in the fitting procedure, as
typically C6,ij

TF �0, because the Kit potential already has an
attractive 1/r6 term �see below� and then we can only re-
cover this potential. Furthermore, the TF potential has the
most important attractive contribution among the tested po-
tentials. This is rather a consequence of the incorrect math-
ematical form of the main repulsion term, which explains the
poor results obtained with the TF potentials. Note that repul-
sive C6,ij terms are quite common and can provide good TF
potentials for doubly charged transition metals.72

In conclusion, among our three potentials, i.e., the Exp,
the Buck6, and the TF potentials, MD simulations using the
Buck6 potential with explicit polarization better reproduce
available well established experimental information.

The Buck6 potential is now compared with the published
Kit17 and the Kit-TIP3P/P potentials �Table II�. The analyti-
cal expression of the Kit potential is similar to that of the TF
potential, since the dispersion-exchange term is negligible, as
compared to the repulsion and dispersion terms. However,
the La–O distances and the CNs obtained for the first hydra-
tion shell by using the Kit and the Kit-TIP3P/P potentials are
different from those obtained by using the TF potential. The
La–O distance obtained with the Kit potential �2.55 Å� is in
very good agreement with experimental values for the first
hydration shell �Table II�, whereas a La–O distance of
2.65 Å was calculated with the TF potential. Note that we
did not optimize the Kit potential parameters: we took pub-

lished values for C6, C8, C10, C, Cde, 	, and 	de �see Sec.
II A�, which, in principle, reflect atomic properties. This
means that they were not specially fitted on La3+ /H2O ab
initio results. The Kit potential is thus only defined by a
repulsion-dispersion term depending essentially on the van
der Waals radii of interacting species. The Kit La–O IP curve
appears to be between the Exp and Buck6 ones for
La�H2O�3+ �data not shown�. Note that the Exp, Buck6, and
Kit potentials give similar MD results for the structural prop-
erties of the first hydration shell �Table II�. Furthermore, the
Kit MRT is of the same order of magnitude as the Exp MRT,
i.e., 200 ps. It is about five times smaller than the Buck6
MRT.

The difference might originate from the La–O IP or from
the water model. To check this, the TIP3P/P water model was
used, namely, MD simulations were performed by using the
Kit-TIP3P/P potential. Indeed, instead of describing the O–O
IP with the Kit potential, the O–O interaction was described
with the TIP3P/P. This changed the MD simulation results
�Table II�. Namely, the Kit O–O RDF is composed of two
peaks centered at 2.82 and at about 6.60 Å, while the Kit-
TIP3P/P model gives three O–O RDF peaks at 2.70, 4.80,
and about 6.80 Å �Fig. 3�. These last results are in good
agreement with neutron diffraction results obtained for liquid
water at 298 K.73 The repulsion term of the Kit potential for
the water-water interaction is more important than that of the
12-6 LJ potential describing the water-water interaction in
liquid water. The difference in the repulsion between the two
models is also reflected in the MRT values for the first hy-
dration shell, i.e., the Kit MRT is twice smaller than the
Kit-TIP3P/P MRT. It appears that the Kit-TIP3P/P and the
Buck6 MD simulations provide the closest results, as com-
pared to those using the other tested potentials. Thus, the
Buck6 and the Kit-TIP3P/P potentials provide better agree-
ment with experimental data among the five potentials tested
to simulate the La3+ hydration in aqueous solution with ex-
plicit polarization.

The Buck6 and Kit-TIP3P/P potentials nevertheless give
slightly different results for the second hydration shell: the
Buck6 MD simulations provide a slightly smaller second hy-
dration shell La–O distance and CN. Compared with experi-

FIG. 2. La–O radial distribution functions �left panels� and coordination
numbers �right panels� obtained for the different interaction potentials: �a�
Exp, �b� Buck6, �c� TF, �d� Kit, and �e� Kit-TIP3P/P potentials.

FIG. 3. O–O radial distribution functions obtained for La�H2O�216
3+ MD

simulations with the Kit-TIP3P/P �solid line� and the Kit �dash line�
potentials.
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mental data rLa–O
�2� , the Buck6 value �4.65 Å� is closer to re-

cent EXAFS �4.63 Å� �Ref. 29� and older XRD �4.70 Å�
�Ref. 32� data than the Kit-TIP3P/P one �4.78 Å�. These
small differences are also reflected in MRT�1�, the water resi-
dence time in the first La3+ hydration shell. MRT�1� is corre-
lated to the water exchange mechanism, which involves the
second hydration shell. It is important to notice that the
Buck6 potential has a simple analytical form that will allow
us to easily extrapolate our results to other lanthanides. To
illustrate that, we used published ionic radii74 in an attempt
to extrapolate the La–O Buck6 parameters to the other lan-
thanides; i.e., we changed parameters to visually shift the
La–O IP by the difference between the ionic radii. The cor-
responding MD simulations reproduced published rLn–O dis-
tances and the decrease in CN with atomic number in the Ln
series �from CN=9 to 8�.75

Finally, we chose the Buck6 potential as our favorite
potential since it provides correct structural and dynamical
informations and can be extended to other atoms in the lan-
thanide series. Its validity was further evaluated by compar-
ing the ab initio �MP2� and model calculated energies of
small clusters, i.e., �La–OH2�n

3+ with n=1,2 ,3 ,8, and
bigger clusters extracted from MD simulations,
�La–OH2�n

3+– �H2O�m with n=8 or 9 and n+m=9,14,24
�Fig. 4�. A good agreement between the MP2 and model
energies is obtained for all the studied clusters with negative
energies �Fig. 5�. Some points are not on the Emodel

=Eab initio line: they correspond to positive energies calcu-
lated in the repulsion walls. We indeed endeavor to repro-
duce the energies corresponding to La–O distances more
than 2 Å, since the closest observed La–O distance was
2.20 Å in our MD simulations at 299 K. Moreover, this com-
parison shows that the correlation between MP2 and model
energies is better when increasing the number of water mol-
ecules, e.g., the relative difference between model and ab
initio energies is 0.6% for the La�H2O�24

3+ cluster. This also
confirms the good transferability of the TIP3P/P water model
together with the reliability of the implemented polarization.

In conclusion, increasing the number of water molecules im-
proves the correlation between MP2 and model energies. The
Buck6 potential is thus appropriate to correctly describe the
La–O interaction for simulations of La3+ in aqueous solution.

B. Polarization effects

As for the TIP3P/P water model, we compared several
potential forms to describe the La–O interaction without ex-
plicit polarization and with the TIP3P water model �see Sec.
II A�, i.e., the Expup, the Buck6up, and the TFup potentials,
where the subscript “up” is for unpolarizable. For the Expup

potential, a La–O distance of 2.46 Å and a CN of 9 were
found for the first hydration shell �Table II�. The second hy-
dration shell is centered at 4.60 Å with 18 water molecules:
only the first shell is really incorrect, it is too small by at
least 0.06 Å. For the Buck6up potential, we have obtained a
La–O distance of 2.56 Å and a CN of 10 �instead of the
expected value of 9� for the first hydration shell and a La–O
distance of 4.70 Å with 20 water molecules for the second
hydration shell. For the TFup potential, a La–O distance of
2.62 Å and a CN of 12 for the first hydration shell are ob-
tained, and a La–O distance of 4.75 Å and a CN of 26 for the
second hydration shell are also obtained. The results ob-
tained with the TIP3P water model �Table II� are not consis-
tent with those obtained with the TIP3P/P model, neither
with experimental data. The Buck6up potential is the only
potential that gives results in good agreement with experi-
mental La–O distance.22,29 However, with this potential, the
CN is too large, i.e., a CN of 10 instead of 9. On the other
hand, the Expup potential gives a consistent CN for the first
hydration shell, as compared to the experimental and com-
puted CN, but the calculated La–O distance is too small, i.e.,
the La–O distance is underestimated by about 0.1 Å. The
TFup does not give correct results at all �Table II�. In conclu-
sion, without explicit polarization we did not succeed to re-
produce both correct distance and CN for the first hydration
shell.

This strengthens the view that polarization holds an im-
portant role in the hydration of La3+, and this is poorly ac-

FIG. 4. �Color� Some snapshots of reduced hydrated La3+ ion clusters ex-
tracted from MD simulations done in bulk water: ��a� and �b�� La�H2O�9

3+,
�c� La�H2O�14

3+, and �d� La�H2O�24
3+.

FIG. 5. �Color� Ab initio �MP2� vs polarizable Buck6 model total internal
energies for various La�H2O�n

3+ clusters �n=1–24�.
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counted for by fitting pair IPs. Taking into account polariza-
tion explicitly is thus essential to describe correctly the
hydration of La3+ in aqueous solution.

C. Structural properties

Here we describe in some detail the structural properties
obtained with the Buck6-TIP3P/P model. La–O RDF shows
two well-defined peaks corresponding to the first and the
second hydration shells �Fig. 6�a��. The first and second
peaks are centered at 2.52 and at 4.65 Å, respectively �Table
II�, while the third hydration shell is not well defined. As the
other hydration shells are not defined, we can conclude that
La3+ has an effect only on the first three hydration shells �to
about 8 Å�. At 299 K, the calculated La–O distance of the
first hydration shell is in good agreement with experimental
and computed values shown in Table II. The mean associated
coordination number of 9.02 is an average of different dis-
tribution complexes with CN=9 and 10. CN=9 is the most
frequent, i.e., 98.1% and 1.9% for La�H2O�9

3+ and
La�H2O�10

3+, respectively. Also the La–O distance and coordi-
nation number of the second hydration shell, i.e., 18.8 water
molecules at 4.65 Å, are consistent with the experimental
and computed values �Table II� as already outlined above.
Angular distribution function �ADF� of O–La–O shows two
peaks �Fig. 6�b��. The first peak is located at 70° and the
second at 137°. ADF obtained from MD simulations is con-
sistent with ADF obtained from La�H2O�9

3+ complex in the
D3h tricapped trigonal prism �TTP� geometry �Figs. 4�a� and

4�b��. Fitting the La–O distances of the first hydration shell
with two Gaussian distribution functions, two La–O dis-
tances of 2.50 and 2.58 Å �with corresponding CNs of 6 and
3� have been calculated corresponding to two different water
molecule populations: the capping �3� and the prismatic �6�
water molecules. ADF is also in good agreement with ADF
for a TTP geometry obtained by Chaussedent et al.76 for their
MD study of Eu3+ in aqueous solution.

The La–H peak of the first hydration shell is centered at
3.17 Å. The number of H in the first hydration shell is 18.5
corresponding to about twice the number of water molecules
in the first shell. It is less straightforward to determine the
limit of the second hydration shell from La–H RDF, since the
two corresponding peaks are not entirely separated.

The La–O and CN results we obtained by using the
Buck6 potential for the second hydration shell �Table II� are
consistent with experimental data obtained by large angle
x-ray scattering �LAXS� spectroscopy,29 i.e., a La–O distance
of 4.63 Å and a CN of 18.

D. Dynamical properties

Water exchanges between the first and the second hydra-
tion shells obtained with Buck6-TIP3P/P MD simulations are
observed and detailed as follows �16 water exchanges�. The
main reaction is the synchronous leaving and incoming of a
water molecule �Fig. 7�. A transient complex La�H2O�10

3+ is
observed during the exchange with a lifetime of up to 10 ps.
The starting species is La�H2O�9

3+ of approximately TTP D3h

structure composed of three parallel triangles. The top and
bottom ones are symmetric, while the medium one is a little
bigger and is opposite �rotation of 60°� to the two other ones.
For this reason, this structure can be named “6+3.” Note that
looking to a rectangle face of TTP, it can also be seen as a
deformed D4d square antiprism �SAP�, the classical “2�4”
geometry of Ln�H2O�8

3+4 with the ninth water molecule out-
side the center of one face, a “2�4+1” or a “4+ �4+1�”
geometry. In the medium triangle, the La–O distances are
slightly bigger �Table II� corresponding to weaker bonds.
Indeed, the exchanges are observed in this medium plane.
The Oin–La–Oleav angle is about 180°, when the incoming
water molecule �H2Oin� is arriving and the leaving one
�H2Oleav� is still here. Resulting Ln�H2O�10

3+ have a deformed
D4d SAP structure, i.e., the classical geometry of Ln�H2O�8

3+

with now two supplementary water molecules outside the
center of each square, a “2� �4+1�” geometry. These two
extra molecules are actually the incoming and leaving water
molecules. When the leaving water molecule has gone away,
Ln�H2O�9

3+ comes back to the TTP geometry.
Helm and Merbach35 suggested a dissociative inter-

change for water exchanges on Nd�H2O�9
3+, i.e., a concerted

exchange with a weak dissociative character, via a
Nd�H2O�8

3+ transient complex. However, the water exchange
reaction pathway for lanthanide ions is not clearly
defined.7,19,35,40 Moreover, the reaction pathway we have ob-
served could not be compared to the one suggested by Helm
and Merbach since the two main configurations we have ob-

FIG. 6. Top: Radial distribution functions of La–O �solid line�, La–H �dash
line�, and CN �dash-dot line�. Bottom: Angular distribution function of
O–La–O in the first hydration shell compared to ADF of the D3h TTP
geometry.
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served are La�H2O�9
3+ and La�H2O�10

3+. The reaction pathway
proposed by Helm and Merbach is for the
Nd�H2O�9

3+ /Nd�H2O�8
3+ exchange.

The calculated MRT of water molecules at 299 K is
about 1 ns �Table II�. Unfortunately, there are no experimen-
tal data of water molecule MRT in the aqueous solution of
La3+ to compare with as already outlined in the Introduction.
Water exchange rate constants have been extracted from 17O
NMR measurements of Ln3+ aqueous solutions.3,19,35–40

These rate constants appeared to decrease with the atomic
number. Unfortunately, it could only be measured for heavy
lanthanides, whose structure is Ln�H2O�8

3+. The kinetic effect
is indeed not sufficient to enable the determination of water
exchange rate constants for light lanthanides �Ln=La to
Sm�.5,35 For this reason, extrapolation down to light
Ln�H2O�9

3+ species is highly hypothetical. Nevertheless, few
authors proposed such extrapolation assuming a maximum
value of the exchange rate constant and consequently a mini-
mum value of MRT, for Gd3+.35 The 17O NMR MRTs pub-
lished for nine-coordinated Ln3+ are 2 ns �Pr�H2O�9

3+�, 2.5 ns
�Nd�H2O�9

3+�,35 943 ps �Ref. 47� and 833 ps �Ref. 40�
�Gd�H2O�9

3+�, and 2.02 ns �Tb�H2O�9
3+�.37,77,78 These values

indicate that MRTs are 1 ns to a few nanoseconds. A MRT of
980 ps has been obtained for a 1 ns MD simulation on a
La�H2O�60

3+ cluster,10 a value very similar to the one we ob-
tained. Nevertheless, experimental confirmations are still
needed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKS

This work, as can be argued by a careful literature ex-
amination, clearly shows that explicit polarization is needed
for studying La3+ in liquid water by means of CLMD simu-
lations and that the parametrized La–O interactions should
reproduce high level ab initio calculations, preferably on
clusters with realistic multibody effects. However, to our best
knowledge, these methodologies have not been used in a
single study based on MD simulations with periodic bound-
ary conditions to correctly simulate a liquid system. Taking
into account all these aspects, we were able to correctly re-
produce available experimental data, which strengthens the
confidence in our approach and more precisely in pair IP
energy forms and related parameters when combined with
explicit polarization. Note that we used a simple model for
water �TIP3P/P� and fixed atomic partial charges. Further-
more, we obtained from simulations supplementary insights
on La3+ hydration for which there is still not undebated ex-
perimental information.

In the present work, several La–O IPs were parametrized
in order to simulate the hydration of La3+ in aqueous solu-
tion: the Exp, Buck6, and TF potentials. The Buck6 potential
is slightly negative in the 2.6–4.2 Å range for the two-body
La�H2O�3+ system. We should notice that potentials lacking
this attractive contribution �Exp or Kit-TIP3P/P� are also
able to provide reasonable results for the first hydration shell
structure. The main difference is in the second hydration
shell and associated properties, in particular, MRTs. The at-
tractive contribution of Buck6 is associated with longer wa-
ter residence times in the La3+ first hydration layer. That
seems more in agreement with experimental information.

Most of the many-body effects were taken into account
by explicit polarization, which was confirmed to be needed
for reproducing both well established distances and CNs. Ex-
plicit polarization essentially decreases—and improves—the
MD modeled La3+ first hydration shell coordination number
and slightly decreases the size of the second hydration shell.
It also increases the water molecule MRT in the first La3+

hydration shell. Note that other MD residence times obtained
with other potentials described in this work are smaller and
indeed probably too small. This reflects differences in the
second hydration shell among MD results. We observed that
the residence time essentially originates in the transient for-
mation of 2� �4+1� La�H2O�10

3+ from 6+3 La�H2O�9
3+ in the

course of a concerted water exchange.
It appears that a simple potential form describes cor-

rectly the La3+–OH2 interaction: the Buck6 potential only
composed of a repulsion and a dispersion term. This simplic-
ity will facilitate, in the future, extrapolation of parameters
we have determined for the La–O interaction to the other
Ln–O interactions �Ln=Ce to Lu�, since the Ln3+ hydration

FIG. 7. �Color� La–O distance of selected water molecules as a function of
the simulation time showing a synchronous water exchange between the
green and the pink water molecules. �a� Before the water exchange, the
green and the two gray water molecules are in the medium triangle. �b�
During the water exchange, the green and the pink water molecules are at
the same distance of La3+. �c� After the water exchange, the two gray water
molecules are now included in the prism, and the pink water molecule is in
the medium triangle �for clarity, two orientation views are shown�.
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properties in aqueous solution depend essentially on the Ln3+

ionic radius, and our Buck6 potential indeed essentially re-
flects ionic radius.

The present study encourages us to proceed further with
other lanthanide ion hydration studies and with La3+ solva-
tion in aqueous solutions containing anions and other cat-
ions.
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